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For the first time in its history
of forty years Clemson College will i
have as commencement speaker one j
Things will toe happening in a
of her former students, Dr. Octavus
big way in Savannah this week and
Roy Cohen, who has accepted the
where
the Georgia Bi-Centennial
invitation to make the address to I
Celebration will be in progress. A
the graduating class next June. Doc- ■
pageant will be presented, and
tor Cohen has made a name in the j
there will be a football game beliterary world, and all Clemson men
tween Clemson and Mercer. Presiwill be delighted that lie is to be |
dent Roosevelt will be there with
the commencement speaker.
his mother. This will be the first
Doctor Cohen was born in Char- |
time in the history of Savannah
leston, attended Porter Military j
that a president accompanied by
Academy, entered Clemson in 1907, I
his mother has visited the city.
and left near the end of the first I
The pageant which has been
quarter of his junior year to take
planned is to depict various events
up work with the Tennessee Coal,
in the history of Georgia from the
Irong and Railway Company. While
time it was founded by General
at Clemson he showed a decided
Oglethorpe in 1733 up to the presliterary bent and. did much writing
ent. Scenes of Colonial and slavfor the college publications. From
ery times as well as scenes repre1911 to 1913 he was with the edisenting the intervening periods and
torial department of the Birming(Continued on page six)
ham Ledger, the Charleston News
and Courier, the Bayonne (N. J.)
Times, and the Newark Morning
Star. He was admitted to the South
Carolina Bar in 1913 and practiced
law for two years. Since 1915 he
has devoted his time to writing.
Birmingham-Southern College conClimax of Wilden-Leverette
ferred on him the degree of Litt.D.
Induction Takes Place at
in 1927. For some time he taught
Calhoun Hotel
literature at that institution.
He
is a member of the Authors' League
The initiation of fifteen men into
of America, Dramatists, and numthe local chapter of Tau Beta Pi,
erous other clubs.
Before he arrived as a writer, the national honorary engineering
was
concluded
last
Doctor Cohen had the experience of fraternity,
Thursday
night
at
nine
o'clock
in
most successful literary men. He
received twenty-nine rejection slips the John C. Calhoun Hotel in Anbefore he found a publisher, and derson where the initiation banquet
then the Saturday Evening Post ac- vvas held.
The banquet followed the Wildencepted "Florian Slappey".
Within
initiation
which
was
a year he made $100,000. He has Leverette
been a prolific writer of comic held in the engineering building.
stories portraying Negro life, but This event marked the end of a
his more solid work is made up of three weeks' initiation period for
novels, detective stories, and plays, teen new members.
R. B. Shores, president of the
many of which have been best sellers. He is the first writer to have chapter, presided over the banquet
one of his books, "The Townsend in the capacity of toastmaster. A
Murder 'Mystery", broadcast over speech of welcome to the initiates
by J. B. Barnwell was followed by
the radio.
Doctor Cohen will receive a warm H. H. O'Dell who voiced the rewelcome when he comes to Clem- sponse of the new members. Addresses by J. E. Freeman and J. A.
son in June.
Stevenson, faculty members of Tau
(Continued on page two)

Vice-President; Thackston, Sec.-Treas.

Chemists Journey to the Pruitt
House for Dinner—FacA meeting of the eight staff serulty Members Attend
geants was held in Room 139 TuesOn Friday night, November 10,
day night for the purpose of oganthe
members of the Athanor, local
izing a Staff Sergeant's Club.
Officers for the coming year are: chemistry club, journeyed to the
president, D. C. Ellerbe; vice-presi- famous Pruitt House in Starr. The
dent, D. E. Penney; and secretary- purpose of the trip was, of course,
to attend a banquet. The banquet
treasurer, W. M. Thackson.
The club was organized to pro- was informal and it was enjoyed by
mote better fellowship among the all those present. The usual after
junior staff members, and to spon- dinner speeches were replaced by
sor some sort of informal entertain- a general bull session after the
banquet. Following this varied disment during the year.
The following are members: El- cussion the members and their
lerbe, Chaplin, Penney, Woodward, guests returned to the college.
The following members of the
Spann, Land, Thackston and Hunt.
The coat-of-arms for the organi- faculty were present: Prof. W. L.
zation is a monkey reaching for a Lippincott, faculty advisor of the
club, Dr. F. H. Pollard, and Prof.
pair of cocoanuts.
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and

his

Band to Play for Dance

During the latter part of last
week, Mr. Tom B. Pierce and Mr.
L. P. Slattery, representatives of
the Advisory Council of the Federal
Government for the construction of
state buildings with R. F. C. labor
and government grants, were visitors on the campus. The purpose
of their visit was to investigate the
need of Clemson College in regard
to new buildings. Both Mr. Pierce
and Mr. Slattery have served in
the South Carolina Legislature and
were most appreciative of Clemson College's problems during their
terms. Clemson has long been in
need of an agriculture building
and a building for physical education, but due to lack of funds has
never been able to construct them.
(Continued on page two)

TAU BETA PI HOLDS
NFORMAL DANCE TO
DINNERINANDERSON OLLGW UTAH

JUNIOR STAFF MEN
FORM ORGANIZATION MEMBERS OF ATHANOR
ENJOY BIG BANQUET
Ellerbe,
President;
Penney,

Youngblood

Jungaleers to Play for Hop.
To Last from Nine to
Twelve
Following
the Clemson-Citadel
game Saturday, November 25, an
informal dance will be held in the
Clemson College 'field house from
9 until 12 o'clock. The dance is
under the direction of the Central
Dance Association, which is now
completing the arrangements.
Music for the occasion will be
furnished by the Clemson Jungaleers.

Those cadets who have been hoping for a return of the glorious
dances of a few years ago had better plan to attend the Autumn Ball
to be held, in the Field House on
the night 'before Thanksgiving. The
Senior Class is sponsoring this Ball
and judging from past accomplishments of the class, this dance can
be nothing but a huge success.
Everything that is necessary for
a wonderful dance will be on hand.
The decorations, under the capable
direction of J. U. Bell and W. G.
Lyles, are to surpass anything that
the Field House has seen recently.
The class officers with their sponsors for the dance will lead the
(Continued on page six)

It was a scrappy bunch of Wofford Terriers that trotted on Snyder
field in Spartanburg Armistice Day
and without sounding the slightest
warning proceeded to sweep a big
Clemson team off its feet 14 to 13,
giving the Hub City institution its
first victory over the Tigertown aggregation since 19 2 6 when the Old
Gold and Black boys gained a 3 to
0 decision.
Early in the first period the 3500
fans who braved a cutting north
wind watched the Tiger second team
slash its way to a touchdown as
Bill Dillard 'scored on a 22 yard
gallop through the line and fail to
annex the extra point. It looked so
easy that everyone gave up hope for
the Terriers and settled back for
the massacre— everyone but the
Terriers who were out there facing
the big Tiger.
The Sophomore class met in the
The first period ended with Clemchapel recently to elect class ofson leading 6 to 0 and the teams
ficers for the coming year.
The
(Continued on page two)
following men will preside over the
second year men until next June:
president.
T. K. Johnstone, vicepresident, F. V. Tri'bble; secretarytreasurer, S. M. Orr; and historian,
T. Horton.
G. W. MoGurn, C. R. Hinson, R.
F. Scott, and J. D. Kinard were in First of Series of Socials is Enthe race for offices until the final
joyed by Cadets and
election when the above mentioned
Guests
four led in votes
The election was presided over
With melodious 'strains emanatby L. H. Harvin, president of the ing from the instruments of Clemsenior class.
son's own Jungaleers the first of
a series of company "socials got under way Friday night when B Company sponsored an informal reception in the Y. M. C. A.
. The lobby of the Y was simply
but attractively decorated in fall
mous pansy." And our villain ut- fashion for the occasion. Lattice
work covered with multicolored
tered nary a breath.
In a second, the deserter was up leaves and a variety of painted
to his ears in a mattress cover with lights added considerably to tha
13 laundry numbers on it, and es- attractiveness.
Although the majority of the
corted from the building. As nt
passed the guard room he let out a evening was devoted to dancing,
shriek, but the Officer of the Bay other entertainment was offered.
only rang his hands instead of the Charlie Moss, master of ceremonies, M. P. Black, and Theo Vaughn
tell.
acted as "callers" in a few sets of
Scene 2
square dancing whici won instant
Time: 128 per minute later
favor with all.
The music for
Place: Pool near Library
When the lynching party arrived this phase of the terpsichorean acin the vicinity of the Library, it tivities was furnished by a string
baited.
Jack's cheer-leading in- quartet recruited from barracks.
A choice bit of merriment was
stinct came to the fore, and he
cried, "All right, fellers, let it go, offered in a sack race between two
one two, one two." And they let boys and girls.
After some conit (the villain) go—straight into siderable stumbling the participants
oriented themselves and crossed the
the fish pond.
After a desperate struggle with line amid applause from [spectators.
the goldfish, the sodden knave manYoung ladies were present from
aged to crawl out of the pond and the near-by towns and the campus.
make his soppy way back to barChester Cobb, social officer of
racks, while the wind whistled with B company, assisted by C. N. Claya whistle fit neither for man nor ton and Don Witherspoon, was in
charge of the prog-ram.
beast.
The villain wishes to make this
Other company socials will be
statement through the press from held from time to time, under the
his bed where he is confined with a direction of the respective company
slight cold (due to a draft), "I social officers. Wallace Fridy is in
ain't gonna never double-cross no- charge of this work which is toeing
body at no time never."
sponsored by the Clemson Y.

T. K. Johnstone
To Lead Sophs
During Session

"Toss Me Not to The Sharks"Begged
He, But They Went Him One Wetter
By G. Chaplin
Scene 1
The time: Sunday night
The place: Barracks
The villain: "Jack the Giant" Lawrence.
The lights in room 145 were
turned out, and the only illumination in the room was the fire that
burned in the eyes of villainous
"Jack the Giant" cheer-leader No.
2. He chuckled, for he was thinking how he had double-crossed Skinney Newsom and Zup Dargan in the
Pecan War, the nuttiest fracas that
ever was.
Again, he laughed—the kind of
laugh that a doormat-chested knave
emits just before he forecloses the
mortgage on Eve and her crippled
brother, Adam, who have lost all
their money on a loose-leaf invention.
The very thoughts of the man so
contaminated the air he could not
brekthe.
He stepped out on the
fire escape to air ouit his brain.
No sooner had he placed his pedal
extremities upon the exit than he
was grabbed by four score hands
and ten, and a woice wit wim, wigcr, and witality whispered, "Nary
a sound outer yer, you pusillani-

Dillard Scores Twice for Clemson in Listless Affair Armistice Day

'!" COMPANY SOCIAL
IS GREA1 SUCCESS
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EDITORIAL
YOUR UNIFORM—MAKE THE MOST OF IT
What's a ballet without scanties? What's an army without
uniforms?
This is not an endorsement of the haberdasher's "Clothes
make the man." There is no contention that lack of clothes
alone make the chorus, nor that uniforms make the army.
But just as surely as efficient training and discipline make the
army, even more surely do the brass buttons proclaim it. The
organization may be perfectly disciplined, but a ragged exterior increases the difficulty of proclaiming its perfection. So it
is at Clemson.
Clemson has the largest infantry unit of the Reserve Officers'
Training Corps in the United States. The unit is also one of
the best. The Corps is rated "Excellent" by the War Department. A platoon of Clemson cadets was last summer adjudged
the best drilled in the whole of the Fourth Corps Area.
These are well-known and highly cherished accomplishments, prized by the citizens of the whole of South Carolina
as well as by Clemson College and her cadets. BUM', do Clemson's cadets do their utmost to maintain this excellence by
making others aware of it?
Unfortunately, they do not. The uniform is the manifestation of what the uniform stands for- When properly cared
for and correctly worn, the uniform radiates an impressing
superiority, but the sloven, half regulation, half civilian outfit professes mediocrity.
Clemson cadets should bear this in mind at all times, but
particularly when away from the college. Wear the uniform,
and the uniform alone. Otherwise, wear civilian clothes.
THE
AMATEUR DETECTIVE

By Joe Barnwell
No. 6
Galileo Was Wrong
Prof. Jeans and Sergeant Parks
rowed their boat over to the lighthouse and made fast to the lower
s,tep. They were greeted by their
old friend, Captain Wetherford,
who escorted them at once up to
the lookout where the big light was
located. While Jeans amused himself listening to old Wetherford,
Parks turned his attention to a

schooner just visible on the horizon.
"Jeans, I don't understand
why people couldn't see that tne
earth is round, long before they
did," mused Parks.
Jeans scratched his head and
looked down at the water lapping
against the lighthouse.
"Parks,
people are easily fooled. They often
overlook things that are quite obvious. You .studied physics in college, let's see you work this little problem".
"Assume that this lighthouse _ is
exactly 100 feet from its base to
this point. If I drop a ball two
inches in diameter weighing one
ounce, and two seconds later drop
a ball the same size weighing eight
ounces, which will fall the 100
feet first?"
Can you help Parks with the answer?
(Solution on page six)

Headline: "A Game Little Tiger
Team Holds the Mighty Wofford
Terriers to a One Point Victory."
Great stuff.
The efforts of the senior class
in trying to put an end to some
very distasteful publicity is a big
step in the right direction. Something should be done and anything
that will help should be tried. Perhaps the current idea will work,
perhaps it will not—we think it
will. The situation has existed for
years and it is time it was stopped.
It should 'be understood that the
action is not aimed at any individual, but rather at the Corps as a
whole for the benefit of the Corps
as a whole.
A real old fashioned Clemson
dance is in view.
From all appearances the listless attitude is
leaving the dancing contingent and
some enthusiasm is being shown.
It should be thus because everything that goes to make a big
dance is 'being put into the Senior
Dance, to be held the night before
Thanksgiving. A good band, balloons, confetti, fancy decorations—
everything. It is the first real attempt to have a big dance since
xa30—some of us. can remember
those old-time affairs. They were
talked about for weeks before and
weeks after they were held. Most
Clemson dances are made two weeks
before they come off and we believe
that this one is already a good
dance. This is none of the usual
pre-dance propaganda—it's straight
stuff.
We wish that that low-'bred, selfstyled, practical joker operating
that static machine in these parts
would walk under a cross-country
freight train.
He has a peculiar
conception of wit.
PIERCE, ' SLATTERY ADDRESS
(Continued from page one)
Both of the representatives were
present for chapel last Thursday.
Mr. Pierce gave a talk to the Cadet
Corps on the program which is being carried out under the auspices
of the National Recovery Act. The
U. S. Government has appropriated
funds for immediate application to
believe unemplayment.
These men
are put to work improving roads,
constructing buildings and doing
anything that Uncle Sam feels needs
to be done. Recently the Government has made funds available to
the states for the construction of
state buildings, the labor for which
will be furnished by the R.F. C.
These grants are for the purchasing of material for the construction
only.
Only seventy per cent of these
grants are to be paid back and the
loan covers a period of thirty years.
This offers an excellent chance for
the state institutions which have
been in need of new buildings to
have them constructed. A building
program has already been devised
at Clemson, and if the plan goes
through construction will be started
in the near future.
TAU BETA PI INDUCTS MJKJM
(Continued from page one)
Beta Pi, followed in order. The
festivities of the night closed after
a series of impromptu' talks made
by other chapter members of the
engineering faculty.
The formal investiture ceremony
known as the Wilden-IJeverette initiation is so named in honor of
A. T. Whilden and P. B. Leverette,
graduates of Clemson "in '29, who
were actively instrumental in securing the local chapter for Clem-

All that's left to whittle news :
from is a twig of a week-end. One |
shaving is the swell game and the j
other is the three ring circus thai I
went on in front of the stands dur- j
ing the entire afternoon.
And
that's about all the comment either
of the two deserves.
Now that we have that off our
mind, may we continue with a
worm's eye view of the last few
dances held here at Clemson. Not
only have they been below par and
not worthy of writing home about,
but they have been a drawback to
everyone concerned.
It's not the
fault of the Central Dance Association, although several of the members haven't been to three dances
in their life, that the dances have
been the failures that they have.
It's because the dances are made
the night before they are to come
off, and in most cases here lately
they have been made the wrong
way. This Thanksgiving Dance is
going to be the talk of the South
and every man is expected to talk
it up and see that the girls get
here. • Plans are under way for an
entirely different and. novel decqration for the field house and nothing
in the line of advertising will be
overlooked.
Fag Bagnal is on the list of a
fair young baby-doll over in Anderson, according to his many admirers, and it is expected that it
won't 'be long before this fast worker has forged into the lead. Don't
forget Fag, there's Sumter.
VtOPFORD DEFEATS iCLEIMSON
(Continued from page one)
changed fields, putting the strong
Wind to the Terrier's back. Together, the swift gale and the spirited
Terriers started sweeping down the
field. Just as the shivering spectators were powerless to 'still the
chilling wind, so was the big Clemson line helpless against the hard
charging Wofford line and. the excellent ball carrying of Bouknight,
Terrier back.
On and on they came, backing
the Tigers up with quick line thrusts
and 'short passes that worked for
yardage and more yardage until at
last their gallant efforts were
awarded with a touchdown and the
extra point left the Tigers trailing,
7 to 6.
One by one the Clemson line and
backfield had been shifted around
until the first team found themselves facing the inspired football
presented 'by Tommy 'Schaffe's desperadoes.
Receiving the kickoff, the Clemson .backs opened up with some nifty
exhibitions that gave them a decided edge over the Spartans and took
them to the enemy twenty yard
line before little Bill Dillard. was
again handed the ball on a reverse
and dodged for the sideline with
the Terrier pack close on his flying
heels.
But hardly close enough
with the result that the little backfield dynamo flitted through those
Wbfford tacklers to Clemson's second touchdown and. the extra point
was added. Again the Tigers were

And. the boys all say that Stone- .
face Hutcheson has a sweetheart.
Now aint that just the sweetest
thing? He thinks a>bout her every
day as he goes about his work and
regular routine in the mess hall.

<

Somebody went into Lyles McKain's desk by mistake and found
there by accident a collection of
clippings from this column. It so
happens that each of the clippings
mentioned above were ones in
which his name appeared.
Now,
there it is—the whole story. The
story of one who has for some time
branded others with the name ego.
Ah, the ego family can now claim
another member—not just another
member, for he can be heralded
as the potentate, the originator,
and the man-among-men. We appreciate the sentiment, Mac, and
here's another clipping.
Teddy Bear Dozier was thinking
about that good looking girl he
had his picture taken with down in
Mississippi.

Scoop Latimer said, in his column
in the Greenville News the other
day that President Roosevelt ought
to make Clemson a pep talk while
he is down in Savannah. Maybe
it wouldn't be such a bad idea at
that, but it would be even better
if Mr. President could arrange to
sacrifice that time to "The Mr. Lat-

#

^

»

leading, 13' to 7.
The second half opened with the
Terriers decidedly on the offense
and the Clemson forward wall all
but helpless as Bouknight and Joe
Crouch ripped, the line for gain after gain and dotted the attack with
short passes that caught the Clemson backs flatfooted.
Driving to
the four yard line, Crouch dove
into the line three times, the last
attempt producing
a touchdown
and Anderson kicked the one point
that licked Clemson.
All through the second, half the
Tiger backfield put forth desperate
efforts to register again and put the
finishing touches to the fighting little Terrier line, but the TeTriers
bucked right up to the big Tiger
and yapped defiantly at him.
The fourth period waned away
with the Bengals running hard but
getting nowhere at all.
As time
became the all-important factor, the
Tigers called long passes, but saw
them all hit the ground before a
receiver could get to them. With
the iball on their own 7 yard line
in Wofford's possession, the Tigers
heard the final whistle blow and
the scoreboard said 14 to 13.
THE TECHNIQUE
Remem'ber the night, the moon was
bright
We kissed goodbye near the pool?
From that moment on, my heart
was gone
And then I went off to school.

'Tis Christmas time, and I'm back
to find
«r|
son in the fall of 192S.
You in another's embrace;
Initiates receiving membership
I can't believe that you'd deceive
last Thursday were: M. S. Abrams,
And lead me to disgrace.
W. G. Carter, T. S. DuBose, J. R.
Herndon, W. O. (Mlauldin, A. M.
But now I've returned, and I have
Quattlebaum, S. R. Spann, F. M.
learned
Thompson, J. U. Bell, J. N. Dobey,
That women aren't all damn fools; ¥
E. D. Gilmer, R. M. Hunt, H. H.
They make fish outa guys like this
I'O'Dell, O. G. Rawls, and J. H.
Those who go off to school.
'Thompson
Membership in . Tau Beta Pi is So get this straight—don't ever -«^
J limited to the twenty-five percent
date
of the senior class and the three A pink from your own home town,,,,/
honor juniors of the School of En- 'Cause after you're gone, she'll cargineering having the highest schory on and
' lastic record.
Treat you plenty low down.

fowqr] oSejjoo uosui8)j)
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OR, CALHOUN SPEAKS DAIRY DEPARTMENT
YOUNG GIRL INJURED
TO JUNIOR COUNCIL BUYS "ALLAMERICAN"
FRIDAY AFTERNOON
The dairy division has just purAddress on the Universe Enchased one of the best Holstein
Marjory
Holtzendorff
Now
joyed by All Present
bulls in the United States.
The(
Resting Easily in Anderson Hospital
sire
of
this
bull
was
designated
as
At the regular meeting of the
"All
American"
two
different
years.
Junior Y Council which met in the
"Sis" Holtzendorff, young daugh- Cabinet Room of the Y last Tues- This bull was purchased because of
ter of Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff of day night, Dr. F. H. H. Calhoun the inheritance for high butterfat
tests.
It was procured from the
the Clemson Y, was seriously in- made an address, the topic of which
Elmwood
Farm of Chicago, 111.
jured on Friday last when she ran was, "The Universe".
He began this discussion by citinto a truck on the Seneca highing to the Council some of the old
way.
Marjory was riding a bicycle absurd beliefs about the sun and
thick to get to the earth. Should
down the dirt road which is on the our earth of today. He then gave
this ring of ozone thicken or denorth side of the main highway some of the more recent discovcrease in thickness as much as an
opposite Riggs' field. As she near- eries pertinent to the heavenly
intfh mankind would be doomed.
ed the highway, a cotton truck ap- bodies.
By using a pin head to
proached along the highway trav- represent the earth he gave the
In concluding, he made the folelling from Greenville at a mod- group some impression of the in- lowing statements. "All these diserate speed.
The girl was on the finity of space and our neighbors of tances and workings of the universe
main road almost before the truck the sky.
In developing this dis- are wonderful, but the man to undriver could notice her. He made cussion he gave the reasons why no derstand all of these phenomena
an effort to avoid her by turning life could be expected to exist on must be even more complex. Howoff the road. The truck ran up an any of the other bodies.
ever, we, as yet, are very uninembankment on the south side, and
The last part of this talk had formed as to the facts concerning
in turning, the little girl ran into to do with the newly discovered the universe, and our ideas of the
the rear of the truck, fracturing cosmic T&y, without which man Holy Spirit are constricted to about
her skull above the left ear. As could not exist.
This ray seems the same degree. If we are to exa result of running up the enrbank- to be generated by the decomposi- pand our ideas concerning the
ment, the truck was turned over, tion of atoms out in space and pen- universe, we must first expand our
but the driver escaped uninjured.
etrates a ring of ozone two inches ideas concerning the Holy Spirit.

GIRLS ARE POISON
FOR FOOTBALL STARS
Spokane, Wash.— (IP) Does love
make a football player a better
football player?
Coach Michael Pecarovich of Gonzaga University doesn't think so,
and emphatically said so in a recent address to a class of high
school coaches meeting here.
In his opinion gals in the stands
are poison to men on the gridiron.
Said he:

WISCONSIN GRAD ON
EXPERIMENTAL STAFF
Dr C. B. Summer Conies Here
From Louisiana State University
Dr. C. B. Sumuer, a graduate of
the University of Wisconsin, is
working with the South Carolina
Experiment Station.
Dr. Sumner
was with the University of Louisiana for the past two years. He is
to help in the control of "blue
mold" of tobacco, and other related
diseases. Dr. Sumner and his family are cordially welcomed to the
Clemson campus.

"The idea that girls are an inspiration for football players to do
bigger and better things in a hoax.
Keep your players away from them
as you would from poison.
"I can tell right away when a
The largest tuna fish caught near
player starts getting interested in
some girl, because he arrives for New York City in years—a fish
practice at the last minute and his weighing 705 pounds—was hooked
this month by Francis H. Low, 22,
mind is not on his work.
a senior at Yale University.
"If you see the attacking team
throw a pass which sails through
the air right into the arms of a
A marriage code for ministers,
waiting player, to be carried, for recommending that clergymen guide
a long gain, don't think the trouble couples both before and after maris with the defense plan.
It is riage and condemning "stunt" wedbecause someone on the defense is dings, has been issued by the Fedthinking of some dame up in the eral Council of Churches of Christ
stands."
in America.
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garettes
There are 6 types
of home-grown tobaccos that
are best for cigarettes
BRIGHT TOBACCOS

U. S. Types 11, 12, 13, 14.

-■*••

BURLEY TOBACCO
U. S. Type 31.
SOUTHERN MARYLAND TOBACCO

U. S. Type 32.

U-. S. Type 11 is produced
in the Piedmont Belt of
Virginia and part of North
Carolina.
U. S. Type 12 is produced
in eastern North Carolina.
U. S. Type 13 grows in
South Carolina.
U. S. Type 14 is produced
mostly in southern Georgia—
a few million pounds in northern Florida and Alabama.
U. S. Type 31 includes
what is called White Burley
tobacco. It was first produced
by George Webb in 1864. It

is light in color and body,
and is milder than the Burley
used for pipes.
U. S. Type 32, Maryland
tobacco, is noted for its
"burn". In this respect
Maryland excels most other
tobaccos.
These are the kinds of
home-grown tobaccos used
for making Chesterfield
Cigarettes.
Then Chesterfield adds
aromatic Turkish tobacco to
give just the right seasoning
or spice.
Chesterfield ages these
tobaccos for 30 months
—2lA. years — to make
sure that they are milder
and taste better.
Tobacco being sold at auction
on a Southern market.

(chesterfield
*

LIGGETT

&

MYERS TOBACCO

Co.

the cigarette that's MILDER
the cigarette that TASTES

BETTER
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UOOLtR AND PAGE ON MEMBERS OF DAIRY
CLUBTO GET KEYS
STATE B. U. COUNCIL
Three Hundred Students En- The Organization Now Boasts
Thirty-Five Members So
joy Retreat at Limestone
Far This Year
College

SOPHOMORE COUNCIL
VISIT TO SENECA
BY DEPUTATION TEAM HOLDS WEEKLY MEET
The Y. M. C. A. Deputation team
is continuing its great work for
the Master. It goes from place to
place and reveals the truths of God
in the hope of inspiring those It
comes in contact with to a closer
relationship with God.
The team journeyed to Seneca
Sunday night, November 12 and
presented a program there.
The
program was as follows: Devotional, K. L. Simms; music, quartet;
talk, T. S. Strange on "The Miracles of Christ"; talk, "What Think
Ye of Christ" by B. M. Latham;
music, quartet. The quartet is composed of Messrs. Cooper, Chapin,
Latham, and Lancaster.
The program was very inspirational, and proved to be of great
interest to the ones present.

FRESHMEN ENGAGE IN
BASKETBALLTOURNEY
During the week of November fill, the Y gym was filled every afternoon and night with company
freshmen basketball teams.
This
tournament of company freshman
teams has ibecome an annual event
in intramural sports that attracts
a great deal of interest among the
members of the freshman class.
A total of approximately one-hundred and thirty freshmen participated in the tournament.
Teams
were organized on each company,
and captains and managers were
elected.
C company defeated B company
by the count of 19 to 17 in a fast,
well-played game to reach the finals. L company took their semifinal game from H company with a
score of 18 to 7. These eliminations leave L and C companies to
play the championship game.

The Sophomore Council met Monday .night, 'November 6, at the Y.
The members were fortunate in
having Dr. Sikes as their speaker
for the evening. He made a very
interesting talk on "The History of
Religion in South Carolina".
In
this talk, he discussed the various
phases in which the religions of
today developed, and pictured the
hardships that the founders of the
present religions had to endure. It
was decided, that another outside
speaker would <be secured for the
next meeting.
The meeting was
closed with a prayer.

Y SWIMMING RELAYS
ATTRACTJANY MEN
The company swimming relays
were being conducted in the Y
swimming pool during the week of
November 6-11. The relay events
conducted were as follows:
80 yd. free style—4 men, one length
each
SO yd. back stroke—4 men, one
length each
60 yd.' medley relay—3 men, one
length each
Each company has organized a
team of four or more swimmers to
compete in the three relays that
are to be run. The championship
team in each relay will be based
on Battalion competition first and
then regimental competition.
Companies of the first battalion
meet Tuesday afternoon to determine the winning team; second battalion Wednesday afternoon; third
battalion Thursday afternoon. The
winners of the preliminary meets
will compete against each other
Friday afternoon, November 17, at
4:00 o'clock to determine the regimental championship teams.

PICTURES THIS WEEK
HANDBALL CONTESTS
IN PROGRESS AT Y

November 17th through 23rd
Friday—Midshipman Jack
Saturday—The Devil's in Love
Monday—Hell and High Water
Tuesday—Broadway to Hollywood
Wednesday—Elmer the Great
Thursday—Tillie and Gus

This past weekend some three
hundred students attended the Baptist Student Retreat which convened
at Limestone College. The schools
represented were: Anderson College, Clemson College, Limestone
College, Furman University, University of S. C, G. W. C, Winthrbp
College, Coker College, North Greenville Academy and Wofford College.
These students were a select group
from their respective campuses and
joined heart and hand to make the
convention the success that it proved to be.
The very inspiring devotionals
were rendered by Dr. S. D. Gordon.
Tne program began Friday night
at 7:su witn a welcoming address
uy Dr. Granverry, president oi
limestone College, and came to a
close Sunday afternoon at 4:00 with
an address by Dr. W. L. Ball. Otner
speakers of the convention were:
Mr. Frank Leavell, executive secretary of the Baptist Student Union
for tne Southland; Dr. J. Clyde
Turner, Dr. D. 1. Burser, and Dr.
C. E. Schaible. In addition to these
very noteworthy speakers students
from the various colleges represented presented talks, discussions, ana
other parts of the program. The
keynote which could be sensed in
the air at all times was "Christ
Liveth in Me."
Clemson was represented by some
twenty-live cadets. These boys have
returned to the campus with a new
insight and new zeal for religious
work.
This delegation made the
trip by bus with the Anderson College delegates. These two schools
intend, to work in conjunction in
regard to the Baptist Student Pro
gram for the coming year.
Two Clemson Cadets were elected
to positions on the State B. S. U.
Council.
These two officers from
Clemson are: Sawyer Cooler, president; and Sam Page, treasurer. Both
of these boys are Juniors and are
very active in the local B. S. U.
work. The Council as elected for
the ensuing year is: Sawyer Cooler
president; Archie Brickie, Furman,
1st vice-president; IMjiss Helen Talbert, Winthrop, 2nd vice-president;
Miss Ma'bel Bair, Coker, 3rd vicepresident; Miss Ethelyn Touner,
G. W. C, secretary; Sam Page,
treasurer; and. Mliss Elizabeth Staples, Anderson College, reporter.
The wonderful preparation for
the convention by Limestone, the
spirit which prevailed at every meeting and the whole-hearted cooperation demonstrated hy all attendants all went to making this
assemblage mean much to all who
attended.

A handball tournament is
in
progress at the Y. This tournament
is conducted, in singles with 32 entries, and is being played on two
single-wall courts.
Judging from
the interest of the participants, the
LIVESTOCK CLUB GOES
tournament will be a great BUCcess.
TO ASHEVILLE MARKET
The matches consist of the _best
two out of three 21-point games.
First-round matches must be playThe Clemson Livestock Club held
ed off by Friday, November 24.
its
regular meeting at the Dairy
Anyone desiring instruction In this R. L. McGee, Member of Class building last Tuesday night. Sever'30,
Married
Recently
game can inquire at the Y.
al new members were received and
R. L. McGee, who graduated in plans discussed for a trip to AsheThe University of Texas and. the '30 and then came back to Clem- ville, North Carolina, to see the
University of Chicago jointly are son for postgraduate work in '31, Weekly Auction Sale of livestock.
building the new McDonald Obser- married Miss Katherine Tucker or
Professor Starkey made a very
vatory in the Davis Mountains in Old Hickory, Tenessee, on October interesting talk in which he disSouthwestern Texas to house the 28.
cussed the necessary qualities of a
second largest telescope in the
He emphasized
After leaving school McGee, who college student.
world. The largest telescope in the is originally from Belton, accepted the fact that "the push is more imworld is the 100-inch reflector at a position with Dupont de Nemours portant than the pull", and that a
Mount Wilson, Cal.
in their Old Hickory plant and has good slogan is to "plan your work
and work your plan".
I'jeen there since.
The sale proved very interesting
The influence of the Chicago Century of Progress Exposition on arThe growth of research work by to the members. Those making the
chitecture is to be reflected at New college men and women in the trip were: Mr. Starkey, Mr. Cook,
York University this year by the United States is evidenced by the C. E. Lacey, T. E. McGee, W. A.
establishment of a course in Form fact that in the last year at least McPhail, R. B. Gentry, M. W. Gunand Color in the department of 1000 papers on vitamins alone have ter, R. P. Chapman, W. D. Anderarchitecture.
been published in the United States. son, F. T. Stewart and D. A. Shelly.

CLEMSON GRADUATE
MARRIED IN TENN.

After having the choice of either
pins or keys, the Dairy Club decided to procure keys as an emblem
for .the club. The contract, as yet,
has not been given; but as soon as
an appropriate die has been selectad, the keys will be ordered. This
will be a distinct honor for the
Dairy Cluib as it is the only Agricultural division club to nave keys.
The Dairy Club has made mucn
progress since
its organization.
There were only three charter members, and it has increased in membership until a maximum of 35
menrbers belonged to the club. The
new members taken into the club
this year are: E. B. Baskin, H. B.
Biggers, S. A. Cooler, R. H. B.
Hicks, J. W. Jones, W. A. Lee, W.
B, McConnell, A. Means, J. T. Rivers, T. A. Stevens, C. W. Swearingen, and T. S. Strange.
Since the large membership has
made it possible, the club plans to
organize various athletic teams to
compete with the teams sponsored
by the Y.
With these favorable circumstances before it, the Dairy Club plans
to have a most successful year
ahead.

DAIRY ALUMNI NEWS
Rev. E. F. "Red" Gettys, former
football star and now superintendent of the De La Howe Orphanage
at McCormick was a visitor on the
campus during the week of October
29. He inquired about the Clemson dairy graduates, and wanted to
employ a herdsman for the farm at
the orphanage.
H. J. Kisser, class of '32, was on
the campus recently. He is in charge
of ice cream mixing at the Blue
Bird Ice Cream Company in Spartanburg.
E. G. Able, class of '32, also, is
a partner in the market milk business in Hendersonville. His farm is
located at Tuxedo. He got his degree in both Dairy and Animal Husbandry.
Every member of the dairy class
of 1933 has excellent positions.
G. N. Frey is with Swift & Co., of
Nashville, Tenn.; W. K. Jordan Is
employed by Raphans' Dairy of
Charleston; L. A. Livingston is with
the Caroline Creameries, Augusta,
Ga.; J. R. IMOSS is superintendent
of Advanced Registry testing in
South Carolina; T. P. McKellar Is
with Swift & Co., of Evansville,
Ind.; W. H. Padgett is supervisor
of advanced Registry testing in
South Carolina.
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A bird's-eye view
showed the way
Telephone engineers recently found the best
route for a new telephone line by taking a bird'seye view of their difficulties.
The territory was heavily wooded, spotted
with swamps and peat beds, with roads far apart.
So a map was made by aerial photography. With
this map, the best route was readily plotted, field
work was facilitated.
Bell System ingenuity continues to extend the
telephone's reach —to speed up service—to make
it more convenient, more valuable to you.

BELL SYSTEM
TELEPHONE HOME AT LEAST ONCE A WEEK . . .
REVERSE THE CHARGES IF THE FOLKS AGREE

TO GEORGIA FRESHMEN

Trjr\

rtr\

railing x he i ig
igers

with JOE SHERMAJV
Now i ask you; waat is there to I afternoon of plain pluperiect Hell
Saturday in Savannah.
Clemson
say.'
If any school in the South ever lias been down enough this week
passed through the famous up's and and if they have anything left to
downs of football, South Carolina's open up, you may rest assured that
Agricultural and Engineering Col- everything possible will be put into
lege is most certainly getting her that game. Those Dig fellows have
full dose of it this year. They say not yet played the type of football
its characteristic of 'sophomore out- of which they are capable and Satfits and maybe so. At any rate urday is the day for them to "go
the T'gers have been up and down to town."
.so much this year that one gets the
Those who see the game will
sensation of whizzing around on watch Fellers, Watson, Shore, KisConey Island's roller coaster.
sam and Horton guard the flanks
One minute we are sitting at the with their lives; Dozier, Brown and
top, having just licked someone de- Troutman will play the tackle pocisively and find ourselves looking sitions as they have never played
down the track at Wofford, Mercer, before; Heinemann, Lewis, InabCitadel and Furman.
inet and Croxton will be demon
Very suddenly—oh, so suddenly guards if Clemson ever had any,
—we experience a very empty and and Cummings and Yarborough will
sickly feeling in the midsection and bring back memories of O. K. Pre'ssfind that we are craning our necks ley and the manner in which he
up the track with a big 14 to 13 once handled the pivot position
by Wofford and huge question
Gene Willimon will select plays
marks suddenly appeared, beside as he has never selected them beMercer, Citadel and Furman.
fore, while Woodward,
Stevens,
We went to the Wofford game Hinson, McCown, Cathcart, Dillard,
last week with a couple of bright Cole and Lynn will run, block and
ideas that we thought would help tackle in Rose Bowl fashion.
the TIGER a great deal as well as
How about it, Tigers, you would
do a little for the football team. not lose a ball game just to make
It was our intention to open the a liar out of us, would you?
Blocking C Club this week, giving
to the 'best blocker of. each game a
place in the Club. But after scratching our heads, chewing up a few
perfectly good pencils and ripping
off several finger nails we couldn't
find a man worthy of the Blocking
• "C".
As a result the Club has
postponed its debut until' a later
Mercer Has Faced Several
date.
Great Teams

BEARS AID TISERS
QTHIEED VICTORY

*

«
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BENGALS PLAY BEARS

THE REALM OF SPORTS

CUBS DROP ENCOUNTER

HIGHLIGHTS
Sideline coaching is not primarily
our oibjeot, but just the same we
know that you want to know what
beat u's in Spartanburg—It was offside penalties—Several first downs
were called hack in addition to
Bill Dillard's 30 yard run for a
touchdown—Many a valuable gain
was turned into a five yard loss—
What a whale of a difference just
one point makes—And by the way,
who said those Terriers were little?
—'Clemson has a good sized team
and the Woffordites are fully as
large— "Slick" McCown played a
great game in line backing— He
could be found in every play and
was usually the man on the bottom—That boy can take it and
how he loves to dish it out.
Wofford must have a good running attack—Tech, Ole Miss and
the Terriers are the only ones to
cross the Tiger goal more than once
in a game—But at the same time,
the Bengal defense went back to
"thumbing" down the ball carriers
and the Terriers didn't have good
brakes—It must have been that
strong wind—Wofford got it behind
them in the second and third, periods and fairly sailed down the field
to touchdowns—And the Clemson
backs were apparently running as
hard as ever but had a mighty
tough time getting anywhere— The
Tigers were thought to 'be the "November" team, but the Terriers
took the tenth month spotlight—
And watch 'em go.
Two months ago Clenvson taceu
an eleven-game schedule— Today
they face the last three games of
that schedule with only an average
season behind them—Three straight
victories will make the season a
very successful one with five victories, four defeats and two ties—
Mark my words, the Tigers will
be in the remaining three games
as they have never been in before
—Mercer, Citadel and Furman are
in for it if any teams ever were.
To come more i'o the point, we
believe that Mercer is in for an
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IN SAVANNAH BATTLE

CUBS DROP BATTLE
Duke University
GEORGIA FROSH SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
Durham, N. C.

LECKLY DRY CLEANERS
For Better Cleaning

Little Tigers Outgain Bullpups

Fo'T terms of eleven weeks are given
TAILORED CLOTHES
each year. These may be taken conPlaying without the services of secutively (M.D. in three years)or three
ALTERATIONS
three regulars, Who were absent terms may be taken each year (M.D. in
four
years).
The
entrance
requirefrom the game due to injuries, the
and
Tiger Cubs suffered their first loss ments are inteligence, character and
at least two years of college work, inREPAIRS
of the season to the Georgia Fresh- cluding the subjects specified for Grade
men at Athens on 'November 11 by A Medical Schools.
Catalogues and
application forms may be obtained
a score of 7 to 0.
from the Dean.
Beginning with a fake punt,
which netted them forty yards, and
a ififteen yard penalty, the Bullpups ^♦~*<M$M$M^^^^*^^
managed to cross the Tiger Cuibs'
goal line, for the first time it has
been crossed this year and score
COMPLIMENTS
OF
what proved to be the winning
touchdown of the game. Then the
Cubs seemed to find themselves and
play the same brand of football
which won for them decisions over
Erskine's Little Fleet and the Presbyterian Freshmen, but they were
never able to score. A fumble on
the three-yard line and a bobbled
pass, which looked like a sure score
proved to be the Cubs' undoing. BiHiHiBiaiaaiiiisiisras^^
Although they played an offensive 1
game and kept the Bullpups with
their backs to the wall almost all
the game, the Cubs could never
manage to score.
In the final minutes of the game,
the young Tigers drove to the Bullpups' 11-yard line, where Anderson
PIEDMONT SHIRT and ANY TIE
$ 1.95
intercepted Berry's pass. However,
REGULAR $15 LONG TOPCOATS
$12.50
Bryan recovered a Georgia fumble
3 SUITS TWO-PIECE UNDERWEAR
$ 1.25
for Clemson on the 12-yard line.
With less than a minute to play,
JUNIORS and SENIORS, Use Your R O T C Checks
Berry tried the line, ibut failed to
on These Soecials
gain. _ Berry's pass fel lincomplete
@HailSllIlllHHHHHHHI
as the game ended.
EBHSHiaiagHasisHH

THE CLEMSON BAKERY
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Clemson College Laundry
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FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ONLY
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New Shipment of

This Saturday the Tigers journey
down into the neighboring state of
Georgia to take part in Georgia's
Bi-Centennal Celebration as put on
by the City of Savannah, and incidentally to meet one of the strongest teams in this part of the country—Mercer.
Although' Mercer's record for the
season is not impressive, measured
by the games won and lost, their
opposition has been of very high
type and has included some of the
great teams of the country. Early
in the season Mercer played the
Army and Navy on successive weekends. While they were defeated in
both games the Bears made things
interesting for the opposition during every minute of the games.
Against the Army a substitute
hack, one Robert E. Lee, emerged
from obscurity and almost worried
the cadets to death before they finally stopped him.
Later in the season Mercer played Georgia's great eleven and gave
them the hardest battle that they
have had so far this year.
One ♦*♦
slight point kept the Bulldogs from
toppling from the national spotlight
in which they have been basking
for the past few weeks. The game
ended with Georgia on the long
end of a 13-12 score. This game
cost Mercer the services of three
of her first string hacks. Without
these men the Bears tied Furman
on Manly Field. What might have
happend if Zincowsky, Trommerhauser, and Popepko had been in
the game is a matter of conjecture. Last Saturday the Bears were
again tied, this time by the powerful Chattanooga Moccasins with
whom they waged a scoreless battle.
This Saturday will find both of
the outfits opening up in quest of
a victory. The Tigers, when and if
P.-S. McCOLLUM, Owner
they hit their stride, should be a
tough team.
Mercer has been a
OFFICIAL COLLEGE BOOK AND SUPPLY STORE
tough team all season—almost, in
fact, too tough for some of- their
•|TA..ATA-A^ A^A A A A A itfc A A^A A^A A^A A^A A^A A^A A*A A A »VA-y4 *V*t* -T t A A A A^A t^a /*4 A A A^A A 4^
highly rated opponents.
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College Jewelry
ON DISPLAY

A LINE WE HAVE HANDLED FOB OVER TWENTY

fT

YEARS ANO EVERY PIECE IS ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED. GOME IN AND SEE IT. WE WILL BE GLAD

T

TO RESERVE ANY ARTICLE FOR CHRISTMAS WITHOUT
DEPOSIT.
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SANITATION ENOINEEERS HELD TWO-DAY
CONFERENCE HERE LAST WEEK-END
The Cicil Engineering Department,
In collaboration with the Chemistry
and Bacteriology Departments gave
a short course in water and sewage treatment last Friday and Saturday to members of the South
Carolina Water Works Association.
This course was given by Clemson
in cooperation with the University
of South Carolina and The Citadel.
The course consisting of lectures,
discussions and demonstrations began Friday morning and lasted until Saturday.
During this time,
members of the senior civil engineering classes were permitted to
attend these meetings.
The meeting was called to order
by S. B. Earle, Dean of Engineering at Clemson, after which Doctor E. W. Sikes gave an address of
welcome. In the course of the morning, Professor J. H. Mitchell gave
a demonstration of laboratory technique.
Following this, Doctor F.
H. H. Calhoun gave the "Geological Factors that Control Water Supply."
The program of Friday afternoon
consisted of a demonstration and
explanation of chlorinator and «/:imoniator by H. F. Davis. W. B.
Aull then gave a demonstration ot
bacterialogy technique.
At four
o'clock members made an inspection of the college filter plant and
drove around the campus. Dinner
was served at eight o'clock in the

banquet room, at which time Doctor F. L. Parker, of the State Medical College, and Doctor J. A.
Hayne, secretary of the State Board
of Health, gave interesting lectures.
The meeting was called to order
Saturday morning by L. S. LeTellier, professor of civil engineering
at The Citadel. J. E. Gibson, manager of the Water Works Department of Charleston, gave a discussion of algae.
A paper on "Prepared Anthracite Coal as a Filter
Material" was then presented by
H. E. Glenn of Clemson.
F. H.
Pollard then gave a talk on Hydrogen Ion Content and the Need for
its Control. Examination wus then
made of plates prepared on Friday
by Professor Aull. Professor E. L.
Clark then gave Factors Affecting
the Choice of a Method of Sewage
Disposal. At twelve noon an Open
Forum was held, after which the
meeting was adjourned.

Solution

The ball weighing eight ounces
would fall the 100 feet first because the other ball would never
fall the 100 feet.
As the story
states, the lighthouse was standing
in water. Therefore, the base would
be under water. The ball weighing
one ounce would float.

CADETS GO TO SAVANNAH
(Continued from page one)
later History will be presented. Music of the various periods will be
rendered along with the scenes.
President Roosevelt will arrive
Saturday morning and will speak
at the Municipal Stadium where he
will be heard by approximately
thirty thousand people, including
the school children of Savannah.
It is hoped that he will attend the
Mercer-Clemson football game in
the afternoon. Between the halves
of the game Clemson's Senior Platoon will drill. It is quite an honor for these Fourth Corps Area
champions to put on an exhibition
drill for the nation's chief executive.
Following the game President Roosevelt will journey to
Warm Springs, Georgia where he
and his mother will spend a short
vacation.
In addition to the senior platoon,
Clemson will be represented by
about 3 0 cadets who live in Savannah, and numerous others attending the Mercer game.
SENIORS SPONSOR THANK. HOP
(Continued from page one)
grand march.
Sponsors' pictures
will appear' in papers at an early date.
Doug Youngblood and his band
from Green Park is to furnish the
syncopation for this gala affair. He
is reported to have one of the best
bands in the South, playing at
present at the Biltmore Hotel in
Atlanta.
He may be heard next
Tuesday at 11:30 p. m. over WSB.
Invitations may be secured in
Room 241.

ENGINE HOOSE ASSUMES AIR OF BEER GARDEN
ASTAU BETA "WORMS" PITCH BURPY BL0W00T
Tau Beta Pi, the honor frat most
engineers seem 'bent' to make, went
completely Heidelburg last Wednesday night when the "worms" put
on their customary annual entertainment for the student and faculty members of the organization.
The Civils' drafting room down in
the Engine House was converted
into a garden for draughting beer.
The scene of revelry had eight
cables, a bar (not the kind Daniel
Boone killed) an dall the foam and
accessories.
"Worm" Herndon, the gushing
"hostess" for this bacchanalian debauch, seated the guests as thej
.staggered in. No sooner were they
arranged than up rushed "Worm"
Odell, the bad boy from "Chi", disguised as a cigarette gal. His stock
of fags vanished rapidly (gratis, it
should be added).
Then things began to oscillate.
Herndon
bassed
out a guttural
"Ach Otto, die bier" and who
should ankle forth as bar-maidi?
*7Ut our two military men, "Worm's"
Bell and Spann.
In their hands
were foaming steins (more easily
recognizable as Captain Harcombe'w
nugs for mud) filled to the brim
.vith real genu-wine 3.2. The dainty
nadchens soon flitted forth with
aome
honest-to-cork'screw pretzels.
Some of the boys who "pull" for
A's asked for Pi, but all they got
was pretzels.

.Some of the boys who imbibed a
tit too much of the amber-colored
fluid couldn't beer it so they started,
a movement for reveal.
They
straightway promenanded, unattired
as members of the weaker sex, infront of the gaping Engine-heirs.
"Worm" Thompson felt sorta
give-iney so he dashed out into the^
midst of the spectators and proceeded to powder our Business
Manager's Schnozzle. But Quattlebaum went him one wetter when
he pulled a baby act on Brother
Green, dampening his ardor considerably.
Barn well then got a bit burpy
md couldn't find even a Klugh for
his column in THE TIGER, thereby
proving his unfitness as a member
of the Fourth Estate. Caught redhanded he swore, it was mercurochrome. And then to relieve the
tension, he got everyone into a
muddle and told the one about the
barber college halfback who was
penalized for clipping from behind,
whereupon some "worm" got erged
and exclaimed a la Mae West, "Pipe
down, short and rancid."
"Worms" Gilmer, Bell, Thompson, Carter, and Dubose closed the
orogram with >a chorus number
(which showed that they hadn't
missed the burlesk in Washington
on their recent educational trip.
Ah, such Gaiety).
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GOLDEN STRANDS
OF FINE TOBACCO

-andno loose ends
It would delight you to open a
Lucky Strike and examine the
long, golden strands of fine tobaccos. To notice how fully packed
it is. . . how free from annoying
loose ends. Every Lucky Strike
is a blend of the world's choicest
Turkish and Domestic tobaccos—
finely shredded—long and evenly
cut. That's why every Lucky draws
so easily—burns so smoothly.

Copyright, 1933. The
American Tobacco Company.

ALWAYS thejinesttobaccos
ALWAYS thejinest workmanship
ALWAYS Luckiesphase/

it's toasted "
FOR THROAT PROTECTION—FOR BETTER TASTE

